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Strategic Plan: Vision 2015
STRUCTURE
2012-13 

STRATEGY
2011-12 

ACTION
2013-14 

Key dates of progress toward completion

Jul–Sep
1st 
Qtr

Oct–Dec
2nd 
Qtr

Jan–Mar
3rd 
Qtr

Apr–Jun
4th
Qtr

Received CMA’s first recommendation on 
organizational structure

Completed organizational review

Jefferson County Board of Education 
(JCBE) received full CMA results.

JCBE approved new organization charts.

Conducted District Leadership Assessment 

JCBE approved Strategic Plan: Vision 2015.

JCBE approved freezing administrator  
salaries for 2012-13 school year.

AdvancED External Review Exit Report

JCBE approved request for Kentucky auditor 
review.

JCPS designated as District of Innovation

Louisville Linked Program planned to be in 
place for 2013-14 school year

Equity Scorecard

School Improvement Academy

Joint Commitment with Metro Government to 
Improve education outcomes

Restructuring of Frost Middle and Valley High

Ford Next Generation Learning Master Plan

Barber named principal of Academy @  
Shawnee

GE Foundation Annual System Review

Magnet Schools of America’s magnet  
program/school review

JCBE discussed 2013 School Board Quality  
Standards report with Dr. Thomas Alsbury.

Closing and repurposing of Myers Middle

Code of Acceptable Behavior and Discipline

Kentucky auditor released findings of JCPS audit.

Technology Plan

Facilities Plan

Jefferson County Public Schools

Central Office position freeze

Added assistant principals 

Accountability results 2012-13: 32nd  
percentile

$5 million in Extended Learning

Added 18 ECE teachers

PLC Rounds

Eighteen-member Cabinet 
Accountability Results 2010-11: 9th percentile
Implement Common Core
Board operating principles
Walser book study
Five middle schools named Priority Schools—Four 
schools implemented Transformation Model
Dr. Gary Orfield’s report on Student Assignment Plan
Curriculum Management Audit (CMA)

What Works in JCPS

Student Assignment
• 13 clusters
• Online applications
• Mobile application bus
• GPS
• Bus Stop Cafe

AdvancED accreditation

Six-member Cabinet
Accountability results 2011-12: 23rd percentile
Administrative salaries frozen
Six Area Regions K–12
JCBE approved $4.5 million to add elementary 
school assistant principals.
Goal Clarity Coach positions in schools
PLCs and Student Response Teams
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OVERVIEW OF 2013-14 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
THE CHARGE 
The Strategic Plan Vision 2015, Strategic Plan Vision 2015 adopted by the Jefferson Board of Education 
in May 2012, continues to be the roadmap for our work.  The Strategic Plan was informed by the 
Curriculum Management Audit and researched-based characteristics of effective schools and districts 
and JCPS schools where achievement is increasing. 
 
It is imperative that we stay focused on, per the research, "what works" What Works:  

1. Focus on the Standards 
2. Increased Focused Time on Learning 
3. Use of Data 
4. Teachers Working as Professionals in Collaboration 
5. A Culture of High Expectations for All Students 

 
The District's vision and the Board's expectation are clear — that "ALL JCPS students graduate prepared 
to reach their full potential and to contribute to society throughout life."  The center of the universe is 
the students and the classroom. The work of the District is to support "relevant, comprehensive quality 
INSTRUCTION to educate, prepare, and INSPIRE STUDENTS TO LEARN." 
 
The focus of YEAR 1 (2011-12) was STRATEGY. In YEAR 2 (2012-13), a STRUCTURE was put in place to 
support the strategy. YEAR 3 (2013-14) was about ACTION Vision 2015— using the structure to 
implement the strategy — the discipline of executing the strategy.   
 
THEORY OF ACTION 
A coherent set of actions and disciplined effort over time will lead to results. Intentional aligned actions 
WILL break the correlation between poverty and low achievement. If schools are getting results, less 
support is needed. If schools are failing to get results, capacity must be built within the staff, and 
support must be in place to verify that the structures are in place to ensure student success. 
 
Paul Reville, a professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, challenges districts to "design a 
new engine with enough power and versatility to meet the challenge of educating all students to a high 
level". Weaknesses of the 20th century school system design are "its one-size-fits-all design and the fact 
that schools account for an average of less than 20 percent of a child's waking hours during his or her 
years of school attendance". He adds that "the current system is effective at reproducing the existing 
social order." 
 
According to Dr. Reville, the 21st century school system must: 

1. Differentiate to provide specific educational opportunities — meeting each child where he/she is 
2. Close gaps in students' well-being so that they can attend to learning 
3. Greatly increase access to out-of-school learning opportunities 

 
In Jefferson County Public Schools, we are working with the community to design new systems and 
structures that are truly a 21st century engine.   
 
 
 

http://issuu.com/jcps-ky/docs/vision2015_8.3.12_1_?e=3222915/2022051
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/WhatWorks.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/ACTION.pdf
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TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE 
 
Transformational change requires going beyond improving existing educational systems and methods — 
challenging traditional structures and thinking within an environment where people understand that 
“they don’t know what they don’t know” (Levine & Smyre 2012). Adaptive change requires new learning 
and comes from the collective intelligence of employees at all levels. P. Alsher (2014) predicts a 3-5 year 
timeline to fully implement transformational change within an organization. 
 
THE WORK 
 
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1:  IMPROVE STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT 

Results for the 2012-13 school year were released at a joint press conference with 
Commissioner Terry Holliday on September 27, 2013. Those results showed: 

1. Jefferson County Public Schools met its Annual Measurable Objective. Annual 
Measurable Objective 

2. Jefferson County Public Schools increased to the 32nd percentile. Percentile Ranking 
3. 75 schools met their Annual Measurable Objective. Moving in the Right Direction 
4. The Graduation Rate (using the Cohort Model) rose to 76.5%. Graduation Trend Data — 

Graduation Rate by School 
5. College and Career Readiness rose to 51.3% (a 19% increase in 2 years). College and 

Career Readiness 
6. Brigance (Kindergarten Readiness) increased from 34.6% to 52.3% (a 17.7% gain). 

Kentucky rose from 28.2% in 2011-12 to 49% in 2012-13. Kindergarten Readiness 
7. Every student group made progress. Proficient or Distinguished 
8. The Gap group increased the percentage of proficient/distinguished students at each 

level. Gap 
 

Per Board expectation, community conversations with potential partners to explore additional 
services were initiated through various avenues: 
 

• Envision Equity Summit 
• Every1Learns 
• Joint Commitment to Improve Education Outcomes with Louisville Metro Government 
• Learning Place Partners 
• Louisville Linked 
• Next Generation Skills Convening Draft Policy 
• Out of School Time Coordinating Council with Metro United Way Summer Programs 

 
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 2:  DEVELOP CAPACITY WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION 

We are working to develop a culture of teamwork from the Board room, through central office 
support, to the school level and in engaging the community to be an integral part of that team. 
That culture is value-driven. It requires transparency and a "tolerance for the truth" and 
collaboration.  
 
Organizational Structure changes included: adding a Director of Human Resources, revamping 
Internal Audit and conducting a search for a Director of Internal Audit and Investigations, and 
adding a Director of Strategy to drive the strategic priorities and hiring a new Executive Director 
of Communications and Community Relations. Moving the GE Project Manager/Resource 
Teacher to the Superintendent's office was done to help ensure that we are executing key 

http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_1.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_1.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_2.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_3.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_4.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_5.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_6.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_6.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_7.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_8.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_9.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_10.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/News/Archive/spotlight/2014BLOCSSummerProgramDirectory.pdf
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strategies.  For 2014-15, we will be adding a Harvard Data Fellow, 59 mental health 
professionals, 26.5 content-specific goal clarity coaches, and a teacherpreneur to help support 
virtual professional communities.  
 
We are working to develop a culture of continuous improvement through feedback. 
Dr. Thomas Alsbury provided the Board with an analysis of time spent during school board 
meetings. The Board spent about 30% of meeting time on progress on specific strategic plan 
goals linked to student achievement. This exceeds the national average of 10%. The goal is to 
spend 65% of the time on this. Although JCPS has developed some very successful community 
partnerships and devoted 6% of the meeting time to them, it was suggested to incorporate 
community leaders, association members, and stakeholders into the regular schedule.  
 
Per Board expectation, efforts to develop systematic, proactive, and responsive communication 
strategies with staff and the community were initiated through multiple avenues: 

• 360 Feedback 
• Board Community Conversations 
• Community Relations Committee 
• JCPS Budget Review Committee 
• Keeping You in the Loop 
• Parent Connection 
• Principals’ Meetings 
• Social Media — Facebook and Twitter 
• Superintendent Student Advisory Council 
• Superintendent Summit 
• The Core 
• Two-Question Survey 

 
In the fall of 2013, each Cabinet member and direct report read Walk the Talk, by Eric Harvey 
and Al Lucia, describing the importance of being a value-driven organization. In December 2013, 
each Cabinet member and their direct reports received True Colors True Colors — Cabinet 
Colors training with the goal of emphasizing how differences, although they can be perceived 
negatively, are as Core Value #4 states "assets of the whole." 
 
In January 2014, each Cabinet member/division received 360 feedback Cabinet Feedback —
Superintendent 360 Survey Results  — Superintendent Feedback Piecharts from internal 
stakeholders — school-based and central office. Each member of the Superintendent’s Cabinet 
team were challenged to say what are specific actions that will result from the feedback. A 
specific action in response to this feedback would be to respond to budget and position requests 
promptly with a rationale for any denial. 
 
In March 2014, the superintendent asked administrators (principals and central office 
administrators) to respond to two questions:  (1) What is it that you would like me to do? and 
(2) What is it that you are afraid I’m going to do? Two-Question Survey 
 
The Comprehensive School Survey Comprehensive School Survey is done yearly giving all 
stakeholders an opportunity to give feedback. The survey results show a high level of agreement 
that the superintendent and central office administrators provide effective leadership. 
 
Our GE Review, the Magnet Review, and the State Auditor's Review were completed this year. 

http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_11.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_12.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_12.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_13.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_14a.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_14b.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_15.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_16.pdf
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On May 6, 2014, Jefferson County Teachers Association (JCTA) leadership (Brent McKim, DeeAnn 
Flaherty) and District leadership (Donna Hargens, Michael Raisor) held a session with facilitator 
Jo Anderson who described different levels of collaboration as depicted in the visual of 
“Continuum of Labor-Management Collaboration.” Labor Management 
 
The following show a high level of stakeholder collaboration:  

• Closing and Repurposing of Myers Middle School 
• Districts of Innovation Competition 
• Educator Quality Oversight Committee (EQOC) 
• Next Generation Skills Convening 

 
As per Board direction, to provide an analysis of informational technology capacity with 
recommendations to meet current and future IT needs, Dr. Michael Raisor provided the Board 
with a technology plan/update on band width at the April 21, 2014, Board meeting. In addition, 
efforts to update the district website are in progress with website development experts. 
Currently, we are seeking feedback from all stakeholders through a public survey posted on the 
district homepage. 
 

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 3:  CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF VISION 2015 
Year 3 is about ACTION and driving the strategic initiatives deeper into the schools. There are 
five high-impact strategies that align with the research that are present in schools. 
 

Note:  The CDIP (Comprehensive District Improvement Plan) CDIP — 
CDIP Implementation Status lists specific actions that are being 
done to accomplish each strategy of the strategic plan. In December 
2013, the Board approved a revised CDIP.  In May 2014, staff 
completed a progress report CMA Recommendations on the status 
of the action steps which showed that 55% of the actions were 
completed and 44% were in progress, with only one action item 
(regarding using the intervention tab in Infinite Campus) being in 
progress in the 2014-15 school year.   

 
POWERFUL STRATEGIC PRACTICES 
 

A. TEACHERS WORKING IN PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES (PLCS) — 
EXAMINING DATA FOR EVERY CHILD AND DESIGNING INTERVENTIONS  
STRATEGIES 3.7 AND 4.10) 

Reviewers from AdvancEd in January 2013 found that "the results of the PLC 
process were being transferred into classrooms and appeared to be making a 
difference in student performance." The GE Foundation review (November 
2013) found that "Professional Learning Communities have been a powerful 
structure and strategy for supporting the shift to the common standards....the 
majority of teachers are enthusiastic and positive about their PLCs."  The best 
way to communicate the work is to invite people to come in to see the work.  
Eight PLC rounds were held engaging over 300 community members. 
 
 
 

http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_17.pdf
http://www.jefferson.k12.ky.us/Departments/Planning/DistrictPlanningSite/CDIP1314ProgressReportJune2014.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_18.pdf
http://www.jefferson.k12.ky.us/Departments/Planning/DistrictPlanningSite/CMARecommendationsApril2014.pdf
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B. TWO SYSTEMS WILL SUPPORT TEACHERS AND GIVE THEM FEEDBACK TO IMPROVE 
THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN THE 2014-15 SCHOOL YEAR (STRATEGIES 4.6 AND 4.9) 

As the Board directed, a professional development system was designed and 
implemented through the Professional Educator Growth System (PGES) 
(Strategy 4.6) — We built the capacity to train principals in the rigorous NISL 
(National Institute for School Leadership) by training seven JCPS staff members 
to be NISL trainers. Of the 145 principal positions in JCPS, 52 percent of the 
positions have turned over since the 2011-12 school year. Principal Turnover 
The GE Review found that "Principal leadership development and training is a 
priority for JCPS this year" (2013-14).  "Principals participate in monthly 
meetings where the focus is on instructional leadership and they are very 
positive about their School-Based Administrative Teams (SBATs)....The SBAT 
leaders meet monthly with the Chief Academic Officer in the newly-formed 
Principal Communication Committee which has been established to facilitate 
two-way communication....The district has also initiated a School Improvement 
Academy that brings together the principals from the lowest performing and 
struggling schools for monthly meetings...".  (Strategy 4.9) 

 
C. SYSTEM OF SUPPORT FOR STUDENT RESPONSE TEAMS SERVES AS BEHAVIORAL PLCS 

AND ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE STUDENT SUPPORT SYSTEM (STRATEGY 1.9) 
Louisville Linked Louisville Linked is part of that system — linking resources to 
needs.  The Month 8 report that there were 26,914 unique students linked to a 
total of 48,210 services. The highest percentage of links (36%) are made to 
address basic needs followed by academic interventions at 33%.  Resources 
have been invested to create a system of support Code of Acceptable Behavior 
to include mental health support, restorative practices, and positive behavior 
intervention support.  For 2014-15, this system of support will include 
Transition Centers in every secondary school and a DPAC (District Positive 
Action Center) pilot providing a place to address specific issues and integrate 
the student back into the regular setting providing them with footing for 
academic success. 

 
D. EQUAL ACCESS (STRATEGY 4.3) 

The data presented in the Envision Equity report Envision Equity reflect the 
reality that to fully realize equity within JCPS, two parallel efforts need to be 
made simultaneously and collaboratively: 1) systemic policy and practice 
efforts and changes within JCPS, and 2) communitywide efforts to expand 
involvement in JCPS, antipoverty programs, teacher preparation programs, 
health and social services, affordable housing policies, etc. We all play a role in 
improving educational equity within our community, and it is time to 
courageously confront the root causes of the disparities to improve the quality 
of life for us all. 

 
E. EXTENDED LEARNING (STRATEGIES 3.2 AND 3.4) 

Based on ATTAin (Achievement through Teaching and Intervention) ATTAin 
data, 8,491 students (80 schools/1,029 teachers) benefitted from the Board's 
$5 million commitment to providing extended learning time for students who 
need it. When accountability results are available, we will be able to assess the 
impact on achievement.  

http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_19.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_20.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_21.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Programs/mcconnections/EquityScorecard/
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_23.pdf
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Our Every1Learns partners will be offering summer learning to students at 93 
sites and 84 summer learning programs with a projected number of 3,938 
students. These numbers will increase as more schools are still responding,   

 
F. CELEBRATION (STRATEGY 3.8) 

An integral part of executing the STRATEGY is to "celebrate" the students, 
staff, and community members who are contributing to the implementation of 
the strategy. Golden Oar Awards (based on David Novak's work and book, 
Taking People with You) are ways to acknowledge individuals or teams who are 
modeling the values of the District and are "rowing" in efforts toward the goal 
of having "All JCPS students graduate prepared."  Nineteen staff members 
attended training in July 2013 from David Novak.  Mr. Novak will be the 
keynote speaker at the administrative leadership kickoff on July 22, 2014.   

 
The following community members received Golden Oar Awards for leading 
and "rowing" in alignment with the strategic priorities: 

• Dan Jones, 21st Century Parks 
• Jim Allen, Jefferson County Public Education Foundation 
• Dr. Jo Haas, Kentucky Science Center 
• Scott Gregory, UPS School to Work  

 
Fifty-two staff members received Golden Oar Awards in 2013-14.  Golden Oar 
Awards are meant to recognize staff members whose work is aligned with our 
values and our strategic priorities. 
 
Hilliard Lyons presented 29 Teacher Excellence Awards with a total dollar 
award of $34,000. Fifty-three people were recognized for their efforts. This is a  
31 percent increase. 
 
Over 1,000 students "at-promise" were recognized at the KFC Yum! Center on 
June 4, 2014, for their hard work and their persistence at overcoming 
obstacles. The keynote speaker was Peyton Siva. 
 
For the second year in a row, Jefferson County had a community leader receive 
the Joseph W. Kelly Award.  (Jim Allen, 2013 and Mark Shirkness, 2014) 

 
G. IMPLEMENT A SYSTEM THAT ALIGNS LEARNING TARGETS AND ASSESSMENTS  AND 

PROVIDE SUPPORT IN THE FORM OF A GOAL CLARITY COACH IN EVERY SCHOOL 
(STRATEGY 1.1) 

Curriculum maps will be ready earlier than ever for teacher use on June 9.  
Additional content-specific goal clarity coaches will be placed in schools to help 
teachers design content-specific (math, reading, science) instruction around 
the learning targets to meet the individual needs of students. 

 
H. INCREASE SPENDING FOR SCHOOLS (STRATEGY 4.5) 

Strategy 4.5 of Vision 2015 calls for a budget that "aligns district- and building-
level resources to curricular goals and strategic priorities."  The measure is: 
"Increase in the percentage of spending on items for schools, increase in the 
percentage of the total general fund directed at instruction, and decrease in 
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spending unrelated to student achievement." The Organizational Review 
(December 2011) recommended authorizing the Chief Financial Officer "to 
dispute and disapprove questionable, illegal, or policy-violating expenditures at 
the time of request for disbursement or submittal of a claim for payment".   

 
It is important to recognize where our investments are working while ensuring 
effective cost reductions and operational efficiencies. In FY2011-12, we began 
a review of specific expenditures to help guide us in aligning resource 
allocations with our district goals and priorities. In FY2013 and FY2014, we 
have reduced costs by over $24 million with $10 million being directly 
reallocated to schools for Goal Clarity Coaches. In FY2011, we spent $1.7 
million for non-instructional food costs. Implementing new spending 
guidelines, we have reduced this expenditure 64% to $770,000 in FY2013. Our 
travel guidelines were also reviewed resulting in a 57% reduction in out-of-
county travel, from $2.3 million to $1.1 million in FY2013. 
 
Continuing improvement in our district operations, retired administrator costs 
were reduced by 30%, $2.1 million. This was achieved by reducing the number 
of retired administrators by a daily rate reduction and a wage cap, along with 
elimination of a sick leave benefit. 
 
Reorganization of our district central offices also resulted in efficiencies and 
recurring cost savings. Through reduction in work days, reclassification of jobs, 
and elimination of vacant positions, we have reduced central office salary costs 
over $4 million. 
 
In addition to cost reductions in central office, we have implemented 
intentional realignment of over $10 million in resources. Administrators, Grade 
8 and above, did not receive step increases or raises in the last fiscal year, 
which resulted in a savings of $2 million. We eliminated 140 central office 
resource teachers and allocated a goal clarity coach to every school. We are 
providing mental health counselors to schools to help students with behavioral 
and mental health needs. These are just a few examples of savings. We 
continue to invest in what’s working while ensuring our efforts to reduce costs 
and gain operational efficiencies are effective. 

 
CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES 

• Simplifying messages and communicating those messages 
• Each student growing at a faster rate than comparable students in the State 
• Narrowing the strategic plan (through stakeholder involvement) to be able to create continued 

ownership and FOCUS 
• Incorporating the action plan in response to the State Audit Review in Focus Area 4  of the 

strategic plan to continuously increase dollars that impact student achievement 
• Pushing the collaborative/continuous improvement mindset into the organization 
• Scaling extended learning time/targeted intervention — in particular, Early Childhood and 

Extended Learning 
• Improving principal meetings 

 
REFERENCE 

• 2012 Superintendent Evaluation 2012 Superintendent Evaluation 
• 2013 Superintendent Evaluation 2013 Superintendent Evaluation 

http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_24.pdf
http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/Superintendent/Evaluation/Exhibit_25.pdf
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